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1. Introduction

The rapid development of urban economy and scale has brought earth-shaking changes to people’s lives. However, at the same time, this leap-forward development process that exceeds the speed of perfecting urban supporting facilities also makes people pay a corresponding price. Environmental pollution and energy consumption are increasingly threatening the living environment of human beings and the realization of sustainable urban development goals. "Energy saving and emission reduction" has become a huge challenge faced by all fields worldwide. As the pillar industry of urban economic development, the urban transportation system is a key part of urban infrastructure construction, and a necessary guarantee for urban residents to travel and live, energy conservation and emission reduction for the urban transportation system is imperative.

As one of the most important public travel tools in the modern urban transportation system, urban rail transit is a breakthrough to achieve energy conservation, reduced emission, and sustainable development. Compared with the traditional ground transportation mode, urban rail transit, as a large-capacity passenger vehicle driven by electric energy, has developed rapidly in major cities around the world in recent years due to its advantages of low pollution and low energy consumption. Considering the problems faced by the sustainable development of the urban transportation system, it is the key to carry out the energy-saving and emission-
reduction strategy of the urban transportation system. Since the passenger flow of urban rail transit is complex and has significant spatial and temporal distribution characteristics, its energy-saving and emission-reduction effects will have corresponding spatial and temporal differences due to the size of the passenger flow. The mechanism of action has not been fully considered and explored, and there are certain limitations in the application of the model.

Therefore, this paper will make up for the insufficiency of the traditional evaluation model in the analysis of the action mechanism, analyze its energy-saving and emission-reduction action mechanism through the multidimensional influence of the urban rail transit system, build a more reasonable quantitative evaluation method for the energy-saving and emission-reduction effect, and provide technical support and theoretical basis for the implementation of emission-reduction strategies.

2. Related Work

With the continuous deterioration of urban rail transit pollution around the world, researchers in the field of environmental engineering aim to establish regional emission inventories, which are represented by MOBILE [1], COPERT [2], and HBEFA [3]. The research shows [4] that this will lead to the emission measurement results being about 30% higher than the actual emission level, but the construction idea of the MOBILE model has reference significance for the development of the emission model. At this stage, similar modeling ideas are adopted in the widely used urban rail transit energy conservation and emission-reduction evaluation models, that is, by establishing urban transit system scenarios with or without rail, comparing rail transit and rail transit alternative modes of transportation and the emission difference between the two, and then drawing the conclusion of rail transit energy saving and emission reduction. Sostenibile et al. [5] believe that the essential reason for urban rail transit energy saving and emission reduction is to effectively reduce the per capita emission intensity to achieve the purpose of energy saving and emission reduction. Hodges et al. [6] compared the per capita CO₂ emission factors of different transportation vehicles and found that there is a certain multiple relationship between different transportation vehicles and unit emission factors. Obviously, only the per capita emission intensity of different transportation modes cannot reflect the impact of the complexity of transportation on its emission results. Therefore, Wang et al. [7] established a city-level comprehensive transportation emission model, combined with urban rail transit passenger flow data and average haul distance data to compare the differences in emissions of different modes of transport with macro emissions. The problem with the above model is that its focus is on the emission of urban rail transit, and it cannot truly quantitatively evaluate the emission reduction of urban rail transit.

Therefore, analyzing the quantitative substitution relationship between urban rail transit and other modes of transportation is a solution to break through this bottleneck. The model estimation method of the emission impact after returning the passenger flow to the original travel mode is simple and easy to implement [8, 9], but it is unreasonable to summarize the emission factors under all conditions only with a single comprehensive emission factor value. Based on Chen et al. [10], the above model is optimized, and the model solves the shortcomings of the original model to a certain extent. In recent years, with the increase in the proportion of environmental indicators in urban transportation planning schemes, the research on the evaluation model of urban rail transit energy conservation and emission reduction has also introduced a traffic demand forecast model, which provides a basis for the construction of urban rail transit energy conservation and emission-reduction models and new ideas [11, 12].

The study found that most scholars have discussed and analyzed the evaluation model of urban rail transit energy conservation and emission reduction, and established effective research models from different perspectives; however, there is a lack of full consideration and exploration of the mechanism of urban rail transit energy conservation and emission reduction; there are certain limitations in considering the model application scenarios. The passenger flow of urban rail transit is complex and has significant spatial and temporal distribution characteristics. Therefore, it should be noted that there are corresponding spatial and temporal differences in its energy-saving and emission-reduction effects. Regarding this point, no scholars have yet found a multidimensional analysis of the energy-saving and emission-reduction mechanism of urban rail transit systems to form a more comprehensive and reasonable quantitative evaluation method for energy-saving and emission-reduction effects.

3. Related Theories

3.1. Multidimensional Influence Relationship between Urban Rail Transit and Urban Transportation System. The research goal of this paper was to quantitatively evaluate and explore the energy-saving and emission-reduction effects of urban rail transit on the urban transportation system to which it belongs. Therefore, the impact of the construction and operation of urban rail transit on the urban transportation system is the entry point for the analysis of its energy-saving and emission-reduction mechanism. Based on the research of the previous part, the urban transportation system is a complex system composed of people, vehicles, and roads, and the impact of urban rail transit on the system is shown in Figure 1, including the travel behavior of travelers, the transfer of transportation modes, and ground transportation running changes.

3.2. Characteristics of Urban Rail Transit Passenger Flow Transfer. In the process of the subway network gradually, the attraction degree of urban rail transit to passenger flow is mainly related to the nature of land use along the line and the service level of replacing buses. With the increase in development intensity, residential area density, and population density along the line, the passenger flow will increase, which
will also promote the growth of the passenger flow in the original section.

The passenger flow of urban rail transit generally includes three parts: trend passenger flow, transfer passenger flow, and induced passenger flow [13].

3.2.1. Trend Passenger Flow. Trend passenger flow refers to the normal growth of the passenger flow at rail stations and along the line.

3.2.2. Transfer Passenger Flow. Diverted passenger flow refers to the passenger flow that is attracted and transferred to urban rail transit by other modes of transportation, and this part of the passenger flow is usually caused by competition between modes of transportation. A small part of the diverted passenger flow comes from private cars and taxis, while most of them come from regular bus and bicycle trips.

3.2.3. Induced Passenger Flow. Induced passenger flow means that with the rapid construction and operation of urban rail transit lines, land development and population agglomeration along the lines are promoted, the accessibility between different areas of the city is improved, the city’s subway service level is improved, and residents’ travel intensity is increased, thereby increasing traffic.

3.3. Influencing Factors of Emission Measurement in the Urban Rail Transit Emission Model. This paper will refer to Xie et al. [14] to establish the link between ground transportation operation data and emission measurement results to analyze the mechanism of energy conservation and emission reduction. The established urban road traffic emission model shows that the calculation of ground traffic emissions is shown in formulas (1) and (2):

\[
E_{mission_{ij}} = EF_{i,v} \times VKT_{ij}, \quad (1)
\]

\[
E_{mission_{ad}} = \sum_i \sum_j E_{mission_{ij}}, \quad (2)
\]

\(E_{mission_{ij}}\) represents emissions of vehicle \(i\) on road segment \(j\) (g); \(E_{mission_{ad}}\) represents total emissions from the road network (g); \(EF_{i,v}\) represents the emission factor for model \(i\) at speed \(v\) (g/km); \(VKT_{ij}\) represents the vehicle mileage of vehicle type \(i\) on road \(j\) (pcu-km); \(i, j, v\) represent the model, road segment, and speed, respectively.

According to the calculation formula of the transportation emission model shown above, it can be found that the emission factor and VKT are two important components of the road network emission measurement, and they are also the factors that directly affect the emission measurement results.

3.3.1. Relationship between Emission Factor and Speed Change. The emission factor is defined as the amount of emissions produced by a motor vehicle per unit mileage, which is composed of the distribution of vehicle driving conditions and the emission rate as shown in the following formula:

\[
EF_{i,v} = \frac{\sum VSPD_{distribution} \times ER_{i}}{\bar{v}}, \quad (3)
\]

where VSPDdistribution represents the vehicle driving condition distribution based on VSP characterization; \(ER_{i}\) represents the emission rate of model \(i\) (g/s); \(\bar{v}\) is the average speed (km/m).

From the calculation formula of the emission factor, it can be found that different vehicle types have different emission factor values at different average driving speeds. Therefore, the emission factor is characterized by a distribution curve that changes with speed as shown in Figure 2. The emission factor gradually decreases with the increase in speed, and the emission factor value in the low-speed range is much larger than that in the high-speed range; from the perspective of the relationship between the emission factor and the vehicle model, the emission factor curves of different models have obvious differences with the speed. The low-speed interval is more significant. At the same speed, the emission factor of buses is the largest, followed by social vehicles, and the emission factor of taxis is the smallest.

3.3.2. The Relationship between VKT and Road Flow Calculation. VKT (vehicle kilometer traveled) is the number of kilometers traveled by motor vehicles, which reflects the
traffic activity level of motor vehicles. It is multiplied by the emission factor to obtain the total emission and emission inventory. It is a key parameter for the coupling of the traffic model and the emission model. The calculation method is shown in the following formula:

\[ VKT_{i,j} = q_j \times p_{i,j} \times l_j, \]  
(4)

where \( VKT_{i,j} \) represents the vehicle mileage of vehicle type \( i \) on road \( j \) (pcu·km); \( q_j \) represents the traffic flow on road segment \( j \) (pcu); \( p_{i,j} \) represents the proportion of traffic of vehicle \( i \) on road \( j \) to the total traffic; \( l_j \) is the length of road segment \( j \) (km).

It can be found that VKT is composed of three parts: road traffic volume, road length, and vehicle model ratio. Therefore, there is a linear positive correlation calculation relationship between \( VKT \) and road flow; that is, when the ratio of road and vehicle models is determined, the greater the flow of the road is, the greater the calculation result of \( VKT \) is, and the greater the final discharge result of the road is.


3.4.1. Mechanism of Action. This study summarizes the mechanism of energy saving and emission reduction of urban rail transit based on the corresponding literature [14–22], as shown in Figure 3. It can be found that the mechanism of energy saving and emission reduction of urban rail transit is relatively complex, which is the result of comprehensively considering the multidimensional impact of urban rail transit on the urban transportation system.

The direct reason for energy saving and emission reduction of urban rail transit lies in its impact on the “road” dimension of the urban transportation system. The opening and operation of urban rail transit lines share the traffic pressure in the area where the line radiates, and part of the ground transportation travel demand is transferred to urban rail transit. The traffic flow on the ground is reduced, and the traffic operation in the surrounding area of the line is improved.

The fundamental reason for urban rail transit energy conservation and emission reduction lies in its impact on the two dimensions of “people” and “vehicles” in the urban transportation system. Urban rail transit lines affect the travel behavior of travelers on the line, and on the one hand, some people originally travel on different grounds. Passengers who have completed their trips by means of transportation are transferred to the subway, and on the other hand, it has induced some travelers to generate new travel needs. It can be found that the impact of urban rail transit on the two dimensions of “people” and “vehicles” is also the reason for the formation of urban rail transit passenger flow.
3.4.2. Spatial and Temporal Distribution Characteristics of Passenger Flow. Using the urban rail transit AFC (automatic fare collection system), that is, the automatic fare collection system swiping data to analyze the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of urban rail transit passenger flow, it has the following characteristics.

(1) Imbalance. In the lines or stations of the urban rail transit system, there is a specific phenomenon of the mismatch between the supply of transport capacity and the demand for passenger flow in time, space, and direction. With the formation of the rail transit network, the share of rail transit in urban public transport has gradually increased. The main purpose of travel for passengers is commuting. People who work and go to school take the subway at a fixed time every day. Therefore, in terms of the rail transit network, within one day, the fluctuating state of the passenger flow of the railway shows the unbalanced characteristics of two peaks in the morning and evening, and the time distribution of rail transit passenger flow in and out of the station is shown in Figure 4.

(2) Travel periodicity. In the urban rail transit system, the passenger flow presents a periodic change in a fixed period of time. Since the commuter passenger flow accounts for a large proportion of the daily passenger flow, and its work cycle is carried out in a weekly cycle, the rail transit passenger flow generally presents a cyclical change in the weekly time unit throughout the year. The daily passenger flow curve of rail transit is shown in Figure 5.

(3) Travel tidal nature. In the lines or stations of the urban rail transit system, there are a large passenger flow in one direction and a less passenger flow in the opposite direction at a certain period of time, but the phenomenon of the opposite passenger flow characteristics occurs in another period of time. With the continuous expansion of the city scale, the rail transit system has become an important mode of transportation connecting the central city and surrounding suburbs. Passengers will have different travel modes due to different travel purposes such as work, school, shopping, and business, and rail transit travel presents significant tidal characteristics. During the morning peak period on weekdays, the passenger flow is reflected in the commuting passenger flow generated by passengers going to work and school, and passengers flow from the place of residence to the place of work. In the evening rush hour on weekdays, the passenger flow is reflected in the commuter passenger flow generated by the passengers getting off work and school. The basic flow direction of the passenger flow is opposite to that of the morning rush hour. Passengers flow from the office to the residence. During weekends, there is no obvious morning and evening peak period, and a large number of passengers travel between residential areas, shopping areas, and tourist areas due to travel purposes such as shopping and tourism. In lines with obvious tidal phenomena, the passenger flow of rail transit is unevenly distributed in time and space, which is very likely to cause tension in the capacity of some lines.

4.1. Model Building Ideas

4.1.1. Model Assumptions and Scenario Design. From the previous research and analysis, it can be seen that the direct reason for energy conservation and emission reduction of urban rail transit is that the construction and operation of the urban rail transit network shares the passenger flow of ground transportation, improves the operation of ground transportation, and then achieves the effect of energy conservation and emission reduction of urban transportation system. Based on this, this paper makes a reasonable inversion and assumes that when there is no rail transit in the urban transportation system, passengers who originally traveled by subway will return to ground transportation to complete their travel needs. At the same time, considering the complexity and diversity of urban rail energy conservation and emission-reduction assessment targets and needs, this paper takes the current urban rail transit setup as the standard scenario, and forms corresponding design scenarios according to different assessment targets and needs, as shown in Figure 6. Then, this paper analyzes the ground transportation operation under the influence of the standard scenario and the design scenario, respectively, and measures the ground transportation emission difference under the different scenarios, that is, the ground transportation emission reduction under the design scenario and the urban rail transit energy saving and emission reduction of the design scenario. The evaluation of the scenario design helps in comparative analysis and improves the applicability of the model.

Figure 6 shows the scenario design idea of urban rail transit. It can be found that the energy-saving and emission-reduction evaluation model constructed in this paper is suitable for various evaluation objectives, including the evaluation of the energy-saving and emission-reduction effect of the existing subway operation network in the city and energy conservation and emission-reduction assessment. It should be noted that in order to ensure the use of the traffic demand forecast model to analyze the ground traffic operation under its influence in the design scenario, the current urban traffic situation is considered, so the standard scenario in this paper is based on the current urban rail transit and ground traffic as a reference. Therefore, the ground traffic operation situation under the standard scenario is calculated through the measured traffic flow data, and only the design scenario is predicted using the traffic demand forecasting model established in the literature [23] that considers the impact of urban rail transit.

4.1.2. Low-Carbon, Environmental-Friendly, Energy-Saving, and Emission-Reduction Model Framework for Urban Rail Transit. As shown in Figure 7, the urban rail transit energy conservation and emission-reduction evaluation model consists of two parts, namely, ground transportation emission reduction and urban rail transit operation energy consumption. The calculation method is shown in the following formula:

\[ E_{\text{save}} = \Delta E_{\text{road}} - \Delta E_{\text{rail}} = (E_{B,\text{road}} - E_{A,\text{road}}) - (E_{A,\text{rail}} - E_{B,\text{rail}}) \]

where \( E_{\text{save}} \) represents the energy saving and emission reduction of urban rail transit. \( \Delta E_{\text{road}} \) represents the urban rail transit affecting the energy saving and emission reduction of the ground transportation system; \( \Delta E_{\text{rail}} \) represents the emission reductions added by urban rail transit to urban transportation systems; \( E_{A,\text{road}} \) and \( E_{B,\text{road}} \) represent surface transportation emissions for standard and design scenarios, respectively; \( E_{A,\text{rail}} \) and \( E_{B,\text{rail}} \) represent rail transit emissions for standard and design scenarios, respectively.

Since the emissions generated by the operation of urban rail transit are mainly due to the carbon emissions generated by the consumption of electric energy, the existing research on energy conservation and emission reduction of urban rail transit often only uses carbon emission reduction as the only energy conservation and emission-reduction evaluation index. However, this study believes that the traffic pollution situation including NOx, PM, and other pollutants has become more and more serious in recent years [24]. Based on this, the pollutants and emission indicators evaluated in...
4.2. Calculation of Ground Transportation Emission Reduction under the Influence of Urban Rail Transit. The measurement of ground transportation emission reduction under the influence of urban rail transit is one of the important components of the urban rail transit energy conservation and emission-reduction evaluation model constructed in this paper, and it is also an indicator that reflects the mechanism of urban rail transit energy conservation and emission reduction. Combining the model technical route in Subsection 4.1 and the calculation formula of the
transportation emission model in 3.3, the calculation method of ground transportation emission reduction is shown in formulas (6) and (7):

$$\Delta E_{\text{road}} = \sum_{i,v} j EF_{i,v} \cdot VKT_{i,j} = \sum_{i,v} j EF_{i,v} \left( l_j * q_j * p_{i,j} \right)$$

(6)

$$\Delta E_{\text{road}} = \sum_{i,v} j EF_{i,v} \cdot \left( l_j * q_j^A * p_{i,j}^A \right) = \sum_{i,v} j EF_{i,v} \cdot \left( l_j * q_j^B * p_{i,j}^B \right)$$

(7)

where $EF_{i,v}$ represents the emission factor for model $i$ at speed $v$ (g/km); $VKT_{i,j}$ is the number of kilometers traveled by vehicle $i$ on road $j$ (km); $q^A$ and $q^B$ represent the ground traffic operating speeds for standard and design scenarios, respectively (km/h); $p_{i,j}^A$ and $p_{i,j}^B$—are the proportion of vehicle $i$ on road $j$ in the standard scenario and the design scenario, respectively.

According to the above formula, it can be found that the measurement of ground transportation emission reduction under the influence of urban rail transit is mainly composed of emission factor and VKT. The emission factor is mainly affected by the change in ground transportation operating speed under different scenarios, while VKT is mainly affected by the impact of changes in ground traffic flow and vehicle model proportions under different scenarios.

4.2.1. Calculation of Emission Factors under Different Scenarios. According to the introduction of the establishment of emission factor database and the acquisition method of ground transportation speed data under different scenarios, establishing the relationship between emission factors and speed requires the coupling of traffic operation data and traffic emission data. Therefore, the emission factor database established in this paper is composed of vehicle driving condition distribution data based on specific power and measured vehicle emission rate data.

This section uses the MOVES model developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to establish the vehicle specific power (VSP) parameter to describe and analyze the distribution of vehicle driving conditions. VSP is defined as the output power per ton of mass (including self-weight) moved by the motor vehicle engine [25], and the calculation method is shown in the following formula:

$$\text{VSP} = \frac{Av + Bv^3 + Cv^3 + mva}{f},$$

(8)

where $v$ and $a$ are the instantaneous speed and instantaneous acceleration of the motor vehicle, respectively, in m/s and m/s$^2$; $M$ is the vehicle quality (t); $A$, $B$, $C$, and $f$ are model constant coefficients, only relevant to the vehicle type.

The emission rate is the amount of vehicle emissions per unit time, in g/s. The collection of emission rate data is completed by the bench test based on NEDC (New European Driving Cycle), and the test data cover $\text{CO}_2$, CO, HC, NOx, and PM of various models. Through VSP clustering and interval division, the average emission rate (g/s) of each pollutant and pollutant in each VSP interval can be obtained, that is, the mass of pollutants emitted by the motor vehicle per unit time of driving under specific operating conditions, as shown in Figure 8.

The actual driving speed on the road is an important factor affecting the emission of motor vehicles, which is often ignored in traditional emission models. Therefore, in order to accurately quantify the impact of speed on the emission factor, it is necessary to calculate the emission factor of motor vehicles based on the average speed and to establish speed correction models for emission factors of different vehicle types and fuel types. The calculation method of the emission factor in the usual emission model is shown in the following formula:

$$EF_V = \frac{3600 \cdot \sum \text{VSPDistribution}_i \cdot ER_i}{v},$$

(9)

where $EF_V$ represents the emission factor at average velocity $v$ (g/km); $ER_i$ represents the average emission rate for VSP interval $i$ (g/s); VSPDistribution$_i$, represents the distribution ratio of VSP interval $i$.

To sum up, this paper established an emission factor database covering 36 vehicle types and 3 road classes, including $\text{CO}_2$, $\text{CO}_2$, HC, and NOx emissions. Emission factors for some speed ranges are shown as examples in Table 2.

4.2.2. VKT Calculation in Different Scenarios. The ground traffic flow under the influence of different scenarios is a key step to measure the emission reduction of ground transportation, and it is also the main factor affecting VKT. The ground traffic operation under the influence of the design scenario is based on the analysis of the traffic demand forecasting model established by the literature considering the impact of urban rail transit after the inversion of the subway passenger flow, while the standard scenario is based on the analysis of the current ground traffic operation. In this paper, with the help of the existing research results of the basic traffic flow diagram [26], the relationship between the three elements of the traffic flow of the road segment can be established based on the Van Aerde model, as shown in equations (10)–(12).

$$v = vfe^{-\rho_m},$$

(10)

$$q = \rho vfe^{-\rho_m},$$

(11)

$$q = -\rho_m vln \frac{v}{v_f},$$

(12)

where $q$ represents the hourly traffic on a single lane (veh/h); $v$ is the average speed of the road (km/h); $\rho$ is the average density of road sections (veh/km); $v_f$ is the free-flow velocity of the road type to which the segment belongs (km/h); $\rho_m$ is the road segment critical density (veh/km).
According to the relationship between flow and speed established by the traffic flow basic map, this paper combines the measured floating car data in City A with the traffic flow basic map formula to carry out data regression analysis, and at the same time can calculate the speed-flow inversion method that conforms to City A, as shown in the following formula:

\[ q = \frac{v}{\delta_i} \ln \frac{v}{v_{fi}}, i = 1, 2, 3, \]  

where \( \delta_i \) and \( v_{fi} \) are model constant parameters; \( i = 1, 2, 3 \) represent expressway, main road, and sub-branch, respectively.

Due to the large differences in the emissions of the same model, after obtaining the traffic volume and length of a road section, it is necessary to analyze the model structure of the traffic volume of the road section, and then combine it with the corresponding emission factor to calculate the emission. In the actual operation process of road traffic, the proportion of models changes in real time, but it is difficult to obtain the proportion of dynamic models. In this paper, the proportion of models in the standard scenario of fixed model ratio is used for calibration, and the proportion of models in the standard scenario is corrected to obtain the models in the design scenario.

Proportion. The proportion of vehicle models in the standard scenario in this paper is obtained by combining the video recognition data of the license plate and the vehicle management registration data. When a motor vehicle passes through a road section with a camera installed, the license plate number will be recorded. At the same time, by querying the vehicle management registration information, the vehicle model corresponding to the license plate number can be determined to obtain the model proportion data. The proportion data of some models is shown in Table 3.

### 5. Evaluation and Analysis of Low Carbon, Environmental Protection, Energy Saving, and Emission Reduction in Rail Transit

#### 5.1. Rail Transit Carbon Emission Calculation

The urban rail transit energy conservation and emission-reduction evaluation model constructed in this study considers the energy consumed by rail transit in the operation process. This section takes the track lines covered by City A as the research scope. As shown in Figure 9, based on the AFC credit card data, the average transportation distance and passenger flow of different track lines are counted, and the carbon emission coefficient per person-kilometer of different track lines is combined to calculate the area of rail transit carbon emissions.
emissions. Figure 10 shows the average transportation distance (km/person) and line occupancy ratio (ratio of average transportation distance to line length) of 11 subway lines within City A. It can be found that the average transportation distance of different lines is quite different. The average haulage occupancy ratio shows that the track occupancy ratio in the surrounding areas of City A is large, while the urban occupancy ratio is small, which is closely related to the spatial separation of passengers' work and residence, which is in line with the characteristics of passenger travel.

In this study, the energy consumption of rail transit is calculated based on the carbon emission coefficient of person-kilometers of different rail transit lines. Therefore, in addition to the average transportation distance of different lines, it is also necessary to calculate the passenger volume of each line. Generally speaking, with the change in subway passenger flow, the subway operating company will adjust the departure interval and station service equipment, so there is a linear correlation between passenger volume and rail transit energy consumption, and considering the urban rail transit constructed in this study. The low-carbon, environmental protection, energy-saving, and emission-reduction evaluation model is based on the temporal and spatial distribution of rail transit passenger flow. Therefore, based on the AFC credit card data, I calculate the morning peak (7:00–9:00) and evening peak (17:00–19:00), respectively. The passenger flow of the line in the three periods of Pingfeng (12:00–14:00) is shown in Figures 11–13. It can be found that the passenger flow of different lines is the largest during the morning peak, the evening peak is slightly lower than the morning peak, and the passenger flow during the flat peak period drops significantly, accounting for only about 20% of the morning peak passenger flow.

### Table 3: Sample table of model proportion data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expressway, main road, and sub-branch</th>
<th>Highway (%)</th>
<th>Main road (%)</th>
<th>Secondary branch (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class C</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social vehicle</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class A</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class B</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class C</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class D</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class E</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class F</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: City-covered track route map.
the same time, the difference in passenger flow between lines is also more obvious. The passenger flow of Metro Line 1 and Line 5 is the highest, the passenger flow of Line 2, Line 3, and Line 11 is relatively close, while the passenger flow of Line 4 and Line 9 is the lowest.

To sum up, this study obtained the carbon emission coefficients of 7 subway lines in City A, calculated the average transportation distance of the lines, and counted the passenger volume of each subway line in different periods according to formulas (5)–(14). The carbon emission measurement of rail transit lines can be carried out, and the calculation results are shown in Table 4.

5.2. Energy Conservation and Emission-Reduction Assessment Results. The evaluation indicators of energy conservation and emission reduction in this study include five pollutants and emissions, including CO₂, NOx, CO, HC, and PM. Among them, only CO₂ emissions are generated during the operation of urban rail transit itself. Therefore, the ground
transportation under the influence of urban rail transit and the CO₂ emission reduction of urban rail transit to the urban transportation system need to be calculated separately, while the ground transportation emission reduction of the remaining four pollutants is the evaluation result of urban rail transit emission reduction, and the calculation methods are shown in the following formula:

\[ 
E_{\text{CO}_2-\text{save}} = (E_{B, \text{CO}_2-\text{road}} - E_{A, \text{CO}_2-\text{road}}) - (E_{A, \text{CO}_2-\text{rail}} - E_{B, \text{CO}_2-\text{rail}}), \\
E_{\text{Other-\text{save}}} = E_{B, \text{Other-\text{road}}} - E_{A, \text{Other-\text{road}}}, 
\]

(14)

where \( E_{\text{CO}_2-\text{save}} \) represents the CO₂ emission reduction (t); \( E_{\text{Other-\text{save}}} \) represent emissions of pollutants other than CO₂ (t); \( E_A \) represents standard scenario emissions (t); \( E_B \) represents design scenario emissions (t).

It should be noted that the result calculated according to the above formula is the emission increase in the design scenario compared with the standard scenario, and it can be considered as the emission reduction of the standard scenario compared with the design scenario, that is, the emission reduction of urban rail transit on the urban transportation system quantity.

5.2.1. CO₂ Emission Reduction. According to formula (14), it can be found that the evaluation of energy conservation and emission reduction based on the CO₂ indicator is more complicated than that based on other emission indicators. Table 5 summarizes the CO₂ emission values and emission reductions of ground transportation in the standard and design scenarios at different time periods. It can be found
that in the standard scenario, the ground transportation emissions in the evening peak are 3782 t, slightly higher than the 3297 t in the morning peak. After calculating the emission reduction of ground transportation emissions in the design scenario, the emission reduction of ground transportation CO2 reached 1154 t in the morning peak period, and the emission-reduction ratio was as high as 35%, followed by about 23% in the evening peak period. Therefore, the CO2 emission reduction is relatively low, and the emission-reduction ratio is less than 15%. To sum up, it can be considered that urban rail transit effectively reduces the CO2 emissions of ground transportation. This is consistent with the passenger flow distribution law of urban rail transit and the spatiotemporal distribution law of ground traffic operation under the influence of urban rail transit.

The CO2 emission reduction of ground transportation is only a part of evaluating the effect of urban rail transit on energy conservation and emission reduction of the urban transportation system. Combined with the measurement results of rail transit carbon emissions in different time periods in Subsection 5.1, the calculation and statistics of the CO2 emission-reduction results of urban rail transit within City A are shown in Table 6. It can be found that although rail transit generates CO2 emissions through energy consumption, in the case of this study, urban rail transit still plays a role in reducing CO2 emissions in the entire urban transportation system, and the emission-reduction effect in the morning peak is still due to the other two. During this period, the total emission-reduction ratio was 12.9%, and the evening peak period was 8.2%. During the off-peak period, due to the less CO2 emissions generated by rail transit, the total emission-reduction ratio for this period also reached 6.1%.

5.2.2. Reduction of Other Indicators. In addition to CO2, the energy-saving and emission-reduction evaluation indicators include NOx, CO, HC, and PM.

The emission of the above four pollutants will not be generated during the transportation operation, so the emission reduction of pollutants in the standard scenario compared with the design scenario is the emission-reduction effect of urban rail transit on the urban transportation system. Therefore, the emission-reduction effects of the above four indicators in different time periods are calculated as shown in Table 7. It can be found that in the evaluation results of the four evaluation indicators, the emissions under the urban rail transit scenario are lower than those under the no rail transit scenario. The emission-reduction effect of the four pollutants is the most obvious during the morning peak.
reduction ratio during the morning peak still reaches 38% and 35%, respectively. During the evening peak period, the emission-reduction effect of the four pollutants decreased compared with that during the early peak period, and the emission-reduction ratios of the four pollutants were all within the range of 26%–32%. Compared with the morning and evening peaks, the emission-reduction effect during the flat peak period is significantly lower, and the emission-reduction ratio is about 20% or less. From the comparison results of the emission-reduction effects of the four pollutants in different time periods, it can be found that the emission-reduction effects of different pollutants maintain a good time consistency, and this consistency is directly related to the passenger flow distribution of rail transit.

Through the above analysis of the energy-saving and emission-reduction effects of the urban rail transit network on the urban transportation system during the morning peak hours, evening peak hours, and flat peak hours, it can be found that for the ground traffic speed and flow data in the urban rail transit scenario, it is found that the urban area of City A in the rail transit network within the area effectively relieves the operating pressure of ground traffic in the area, and improves the operating conditions of ground traffic, and the improvement effect has a time-space variation law consistent with the distribution of rail transit passenger flow. For the CO₂ emissions generated by different rail transit lines in different periods of operation, it is found that the CO₂ emissions of rail transit have obvious line differences and time differences. By calculating the emissions of CO₂, NOx, CO, HC, and PM in the presence or absence of urban rail transit, it is found that the construction and operation of urban rail transit reduces the emissions of different emissions, achieving the effect of energy saving and emission reduction. And there are temporal and spatial variation laws consistent with the distribution of rail transit passenger flow.

6. Conclusion

With the rapid development of the economy, the systematic construction and operation of urban rail transit plays a vital role in further improving business efficiency. However, with the intensification of environmental pollution and energy consumption problems, it continues to threaten the living environment of human beings and the sustainability of cities. To achieve the development goals, the research on the emission of urban rail transit has certain practical significance. This paper attempts to take the urban rail transit route as the entry point, deeply and multidimensionally analyzes many factors affecting carbon emissions, and does the following research:

1. Comprehensively considering the multidimensional impact of urban rail transit on the urban transportation system, a set of relatively complete mechanisms of urban rail transit energy conservation and emission reduction is established, which is the basis for the quantitative evaluation model analysis of urban rail transit low carbon, environmental protection, energy conservation, and emission reduction.

2. Considering the ground traffic operating speed data in different scenarios, the establishment of the relationship between the emission factor and the speed requires the coupling of the traffic operating data and the traffic emission data, getting rid of the rate for a single emission factor, the establishment of emission factor database, getting rid of the limitations of model scene application, and the improvement of the applicability of model evaluation.

3. The characteristics of the temporal and spatial distribution of passenger flow were analyzed, and the carbon emissions in different scenarios of morning and evening peaks were quantitatively analyzed. The temporal and spatial variation law of rail transit passenger flow distribution is consistent.

Since this paper uses a certain proportion of vehicles in the calculation of emissions, and the proportion of vehicles changes in real time during road driving, in future research, a dynamic vehicle proportion database can be established to make the calculation of emissions closer to reality.
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